372 AGRIFLEXLands & wins in Normandy!
Customer:
Cyril & Jean Fortin
Location:
Normandy, France
Machine used: JD 8350
Application:
Agriculture and Allied
Tires in use:
372 AGRIFLEX – 600/70R30 & 710/70R42
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Five John Deere Harvesters (2 with the Alliance
tires 30.5LR32 178A8 A 360)
Three JD Silage-cutters
Four balers
Two Mauguin slurry tankers with the 750/60R30.5
190D A 390 HD
Five John Deere tractors (one JD 7720 with the
650/65R42 and 540/65R30 A 365 Alliance)

Mr Jean Fortin who lives in Normandy, France, recently
upgraded the tyres on his John Deere 8530, a 350HP,
MFWA tractor with Alliance 372 AGRIFLEX (IF) tyres, from
that of a leading brand he used earlier.
The sizes are, in the rear axle 710/70R42 179D A 372
AGRIFLEX CFO and in the front 600/70R30 159D A 372
AGRIFLEX CFO. Both the tyres are built with Stubble guard
compound.
The tractor works 700 hours per year towing a large triple
axle Mauguin slurry tanker with a capacity of 25000 litres.
This Slurry tanker is fitted with Alliance 390 HD Flotation
Radial in size 750/60R30.5 190D. This slurry tanker is used
to manure the field before the field is seeded.
The driver Cyril, who is the son of Mr Fortin says, ” With
these new IF Alliance tyres, the design is perfect for our
road and field application, to get a good comfort on the road
and a better traction on the field with a good self-cleaning
especially during the wet season in Normandy.”
“The tractor is working hard with this big slurry tanker, and as
we know Alliance and their good results on our slurry
tankers, it was not difficult for us to choice Alliance IF tires for
our tractor adds Mr Fortin”
The Fortin duo provide agricultural contract service to the
farmers in their regions with:
Cyril Fortin with the John Deer on Alliance

